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The Master writes
How can I describe the huge privilege it was to be installed as Master of our
Livery Company at the Mansion House in July?
I joined our Livery Company in 1981 and have been a Court Assistant since
1995, so have for many years experienced the excellent work that Past
Masters, Court Assistants and our various Committees have achieved over
that period. I must also thank and pay tribute to Tony Steinthal, who led this
Livery Company with great presence and distinction during the previous
year. So I now find myself at the helm of a Livery that Tony handed on in
excellent shape.
I am enormously proud to be following in my father’s footsteps, as he was
Master in 1994/95.
I have also enjoyed an active role on our Education, Enterprise and Charities
Committee for some years and have experienced the hard work, warmth
and genuine friendship of our Livery Company. It is then that you realise
what we have achieved over the years and what tremendous vision we
have for the future in all areas of our activities. Details of our Charity Fund
distributions can be found in the following pages, and I hope that our
Liverymen find that the work of our Education, Enterprise and Charities
Committee makes them feel that all their contributions to our Charity Fund
Photo: Gerald Sharp
are well-managed and suitably distributed, in a way that helps so many
individuals and organisations and where sometimes a small amount of money can make a significant difference.
Furthermore, it is very satisfying to know that the Livery Companies can swiftly respond in times of tragic events.
Following the Grenfell Tower disaster we joined the other Livery Companies in making a significant contribution to the
Evening Standard Fund (run with the London Community Foundation), which was one of the largest corporate donations
to that fund.
Now to the immediate years ahead as we move towards our 350 th Anniversary in 2020. Firstly, we are making excellent
progress in our efforts to raise £35,000 for the Scar Free Foundation’s Children’s Scald Prevention Campaign, and I am
sure that with our Liverymen’s support we will reach our target.
The week after my installation I visited Plymouth to attend the decommissioning ceremony of our affiliated submarine
HMS Torbay, which had served the nation with distinction since 1987. We now look forward to some exciting years ahead
as we await the launch of our next affiliate, HMS Anson, an Astute class submarine which is at an advanced stage of
construction and scheduled to start sea trials in the coming few years.
We are very fortunate to have such excellent, capable and enthusiastic Court members, Committee Chairmen and
members, Almoner, Archivist, Stewards and Clerk and I thank them all for their support and hard work for the benefit of
us all.
I am looking forward to the remainder of my year ahead and particularly to seeing as many of the Company as possible at
our dinners and social events, including my Master’s weekend in Glasgow between 25 th and 27th May.
Rhonda and I hope to meet as many Liverymen as possible on those occasions and that we all have an enjoyable year and
a lot of fun.

Howard Reed
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New Court Assistants

New Court Assistants
Elizabeth Bonfield has been a member of the Company for
over 10 years. For several years she has been an active member
of the Education, Enterprise and Charities Committee, where
she is responsible for the annual Metals Industry Apprentice of
the Year competition.
Educated at Skipton Girls High School, she began her career
on the management training scheme of Marks and Spencer
plc. Following the birth of her son William, she returned to
work as the UK was creating its own vocational educational system. She ran three different
vocational awarding bodies and was the MD of MetSkill for three years. She created the
Industry Apprentice Council and the APPG for Apprentices, creating a voice for apprentices
in the manufacturing sector.

The Master at the Mansion House
after his Installation,
with Peter Wilkinson (Upper Warden left)
and Laurence Mutkin (Under Warden right)
Photo: Gerald Sharp

We welcome to the Livery:
Geoff Smith, son of Liveryman Alan Smith,
a Partner at First Class Partnerships, a
transport and infrastructure consultancy.
We are grateful for the hard work of our
Stewards for 2017/18:
James Bevan, William Perks and
Alexander Stuart-Bamford

• In Memoriam •
We regret to record the deaths
of the following Liverymen:
Adrian James Walker Davis
John Wynford Evans
Patricia Henderson-Begg,
widow of our former Clerk and
Hon Liveryman, Michael
Kenneth James Scott
Richard Warbey
We are also sad to record the
deaths of
Wendy Chamberlain,
wife of Past Master
Ian Chamberlain
and Janice Burgess,
wife of Assistant Chris Burgess
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Elizabeth specialises in delivering diversity training in engineering companies. In January
2018 she takes over as the first woman Director to run the BMPCA, a trade association within
manufacturing.
Martin Howell graduated from Bristol University with a BSc
in chemistry and spent his whole career in the steel industry,
retiring in 2006. He held a number of senior appointments
in Corus, including Commercial Director of the Engineering
Steels business, Commercial Director for Corus Group and,
finally, Director Construction for the Group. He was much
involved in business at an international level and with the
trade associations Eurofer and the International Iron and
Steel Institute. He was also a Board Member of Steel 24/7, an
e-commerce steel trading organisation based in Brussels, a Governor of Ashorne Hill
Management College and a member of the UK Steel Executive.
He was Master of the Company of Cutlers in Hallamshire for 2008-2009. In this role he
had a significant public profile, particularly in promoting the interests of manufacturing
industry. Currently, he is non-executive Chairman of Oxford Health NHS Foundation
Trust, a Governor of Oxford University Hospitals and Deputy Chairman of Governors at
Oxford Brookes University.
Married with two grown up children, he enjoys rugby, opera and fly fishing.
Neil Pistol was educated at the City of London School and
the Dolmetscherschule Zurich; he gained a BSc( Eng.) in civil
engineering from Queen Mary College London in 1981.
He then entered the family business, importing production
machine tools into the UK, undertook a six-month
introduction to toolmaking, and attended a number
of electronic engineering courses. Starting in the metal
forming sector of the business, he later moved into its
pharmaceutical side and, in 2007 – the year before the death of his father – took on
overall responsibility for the supply of production machine tools to industries including
can making, wire and sheet metal forming (including car body panel production) and
pharmaceuticals.
He is a keen sailor and skier. He has a pilot’s licence, with some 950 hours’ experience.
He married Viveca in 1985; they have 3 children, Benjamin 29 (a chartered surveyor),
Joshua 27 (a lawyer) and Gabriella 24 (an account manager at Park Jockey). They have
lived in Stanmore for the last 30 years.

Master’s Weekend 2017

The Master’s Weekend
2nd-4th June 2017

W

hat could be more joyful than a weekend
drinking champagne! Which is what a happy
band of us enjoyed in early June. Having begun
with the then Master, Tony Steinthal, offering us a
glass or two on the outward Eurostar journey, in the
course of the weekend we happily trekked through
the champagne houses of Moët et Chandon (with its
amazing entrance chandelier of champagne glasses),
Henry de Vaugency, Philippe Martin and GH Mumm,
spaced only by stopping to eat delightful meals in
mostly outdoor venues.
But first a bit about champagne itself. Champagne was, apparently,
created by accident. Originally, wine makers tried to create a still wine,
but the cold temperatures in northern
France prematurely halted fermentation,
leaving dormant yeast cells. In the spring,
these would awaken and start fermenting
again, causing 90 per cent of the bottles to
explode – and that is how champagne was
born. It was the British who developed an
early taste for this unique sparkling wine but,
up to the 17th century, French wine makers
were still trying to get rid of the bubbles.
That is, until the court of Philippe II, Duke of
Orleans, made champagne popular with the French nobility. Two inventions from England
improved production, Merret’s work on the addition of sugar for a more controlled
second fermentation leading to the méthode champenoise, and the English glassmakers’
contribution of bottles that could withstand the sparkling wine’s internal pressure.

Learning about champagne...

...and vanishing down a tunnel!

Promotion of champagne over the years has been strikingly successful, nowhere more so perhaps than in Britain.
Mumm claims Queen Victoria as a fan; Moët et Chandon is associated with The Queen and Pol Roger was a favourite
of Sir Winston Churchill and his regiments. Even today, Pol Roger’s prestige vintage label is the Cuvée Sir Winston
Churchill.
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The Master’s Weekend – continued
From observations during our visit, we could also add Germans and Swedish bikers as fans of champagne,
as a group of them (leather-clad) rocked up to Moët et Chandon – where our group was also joined by an
English hen party.
Methods of making champagne have improved strikingly over the years, but the grapes are still grown in
named villages; only Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier and Chardonnay varieties are used; and the grapes are
picked by hand. The scale is enormous. Moët et Chandon alone, for example, uses a thousand workers in
September and October, and most
champagne houses press their own grapes
as close to the vineyards as possible to
avoid damage in transport.
We were also quite staggered by the size
of the underground tunnels or caves
where the wine matures, Moët et Chandon
and GH Mumm each having over 20
kilometres of storage area. All four houses
took us through the process of creating
champagne, and with each talk and visit
we learned a little more – call on any of us for advice!
The houses were also generous in the amount of
champagne at each tasting. It was a full glass or more,
not just a smear rinsed around the bottom.
Moët and Philippe Martin had fascinating museums too
as part of their tours, with exhibits of the older winemaking equipment. Especially memorable were the massive champagne oak barrels.
Dwarfed by barrels

And then there was the “sabrage”. At Henry de Vaugency each of us had the opportunity to don the gloves, hold the
sword, follow the seam and slice the top off the bottle.
Thanks to our assiduous approach to the task, we had
twelve bottles of champagne to drink at lunchtime!
Ah well, such is the price of success... This was probably
the highlight of the tour for most of us, something that
might also have had something to do with the fact
that this small champagne house provided the best
environment for a delicious and most companionable
lunch. Having said that, there was strong competition
from the wonderful Art Deco Brasserie Flo Excelsior
where we had our first dinner.
Even apart from champagne, Reims is a lovely city. The
Hotel de la Paix, where we stayed, was very centrally
located so we could walk to the restaurants. And some
of us made it to the cathedral with its beautiful Chagall
windows, and a hardy few could add the extravagant
The Master demonstrates his skill at sabrage
Hôtel de Ville. But the only shopping any of us did (or
frankly had time to do) was champagne: on our return suitcases were bursting, and boxes strained arms. But one
thing we all came back with was a strong appreciation of the extraordinary time and work that goes into each and
every bottle of champagne, and perhaps a better knowledge of our own palate and taste.
So many thanks to last year’s Master, Tony Steinthal. A wonderful weekend, a huge success, excellent company,
great food and wine and a universal commitment to a diet the next week.
Liveryman Christine Purdy
Photos: The Clerk
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EDUCATION, ENTERPRISE & CHARITIES
Charity continues to be an important focus for the Company. In 2016-17 we again distributed around £70,000,
supporting causes in and around the City and young people associated with our trades, whether in industry, higher
education or the arts. We offer all our prize-winners the opportunity to stay in contact with the Company and hope
that in future years some will join us. In recent years we have also sought to strengthen internal communications –
through circulating details of awards, inviting proposals and increasing coverage in The Lanthorn – and it is good
to see this bearing fruit both in donations and in the number of Liverymen now engaged in project-support and
judging panels. Do get in touch if you would like to be involved.
As ever, a BIG THANK YOU is due to all our Liverymen who have donated their time, money or ideas over the
past 12 months. My personal thanks also go to members of the Education, Enterprise & Charities Committee for
their continuing energy and enthusiasm; and to recent Masters, who have so excellently raised the profile of our
charitable activities, both at our Court Dinners and in their contacts around the City.
Assistant Lindsay Millington, EE&CC Chair.

ANNUAL SPECIAL AWARD
2017-18: Suited & Booted
We are proud to be supporting City-based Suited & Booted, which helps vulnerable youths and
men to turn their lives around by getting them into work. Appearance is everything, especially at
an interview. S & B transforms its clients’ appearance and also their mindset, by giving them stylish
interview clothing so that they look good and feel confident. Its volunteers includes expert stylists,
theatre performers and professional interview trainers – so clients feel special, as they know they are
getting the best.
This project was selected from five charities suggested by Liverymen. The EE&CC met representatives
of all the charities, before making a recommendation to the Court.

2016-17: South London Refugee Association
SLRA works with refugees and asylum seekers from many different countries. They sought our help
to develop services for 18- to 23-year-olds, who often lack adult support, care or guidance and may
also be destitute or homeless. Our £10,000 award paid for a part-time Youth Transition Caseworker
to provide skilled advice and support in areas such as immigration and housing, as well as everyday
concerns on leaving local authority care. Regular drop-in and workshop sessions were run, with
impressive results. By the end of the award year, 13 young people had been helped to continue in
education, five to obtain employment, and eight to secure appropriate housing, while others received
essential support and guidance.
Case studies and evidence from this project have helped SLRA obtain funds from other sources that
will enable them to continue to fund this post for the next three to five years. A real success story!
For further information about the Annual Special Awards, contact Liveryman Christine Purdy.

Recognising Liverymen’s charity work
Two special one-off awards were made this year in recognition of the active personal involvement that members
of our Company have had in establishing and running charities:

• Phoenix Trust (Milton), a social enterprise producing garden and wood products which provides work and
qualifications for disabled adults (Liveryman Dr Rob Mitchell); and

• The Tony Trust, which funds outdoor activity courses for disadvantaged 7-18-year-olds (Liveryman Garth
Wilkinson).
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SUPPORTING OUR TRADES
Wire Link Travelling Scholar
Bruce Jones of British Steel Wire Rod was the
winner of our 2017 Wire Link Travelling Scholarship,
which runs in partnership with the US-based Wire
Association International (WAI). Bruce is a technical
account manager at the Scunthorpe mill, with a
particular responsibility for US sales. In April 2017,
as Wire Link scholar, he crossed the Atlantic for
a two-week tour of melting, casting, wire, cable
and superconductor manufacturing facilities and
the Atlanta Wire Show, travelling across six US
states in the company of WAI Past President John
Drummond. He also found time for a Boston Red
Sox - Chicago Cubs baseball game and visits to the
Air & Space Museum and NASCAR Hall of Fame.

Bruce Jones with Plant Manager Bob Macario - and Bridon Bekaert’s wire rope flag

Bruce’s report shows how valuable this experience was:

I will not forget the charitable nature of the industry veterans I met who shared their knowledge, and made this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
possible. I truly hope that other young members in the industry will continue to have an opportunity to take part in this incredible opportunity. It
was both an adventure and experience.
In 2018 we will welcome a young US-based Wire Link scholar to visit the UK wire industry.
For more information contact Past Assistant Bev Page.

TOP APPRENTICES

Our 2017 Metals Industry Apprentices of the Year were
Career Development: Liam Simpson, Apprentice Fabricator,
Cleveland Bridge, Darlington
Craft Skills: George Perry, Apprentice welder/fabricator,
Bourne Steel, Poole
These awards, now in their 18th year, recognise excellence in hands-on
engineering, metallurgy or manufacturing skills and commitment to progression.
They are still the only such awards specifically for young people following formal
apprenticeships in the metals industry. This year’s winners both came from leading
structural steelwork companies: Cleveland Bridge’s projects include the Sydney
Harbour Bridge; Bourne Steel has provided structural steelwork for many City of
London buildings. Liam and George each received £1,200 to spend on IT equipment,
and attended the May Court Dinner to receive their certificates. Apprentices from
Sheffield Forgemasters (steel production & engineering), Ardagh Group (metal
packaging) and Gripple (wire products) were runners-up.

Liam Simpson (left) and George Perry (right)

For more information contact Liveryman Elizabeth Bonfield.

Work experience at Rolls Royce
Through the Arkwright Trust, we are supporting Nicholas Winter, a sixth-former keen to take up an engineering
career, with a bursary funded from Ian Makowski’s Master’s Fund and mentoring provided by Liveryman Dr Rob
Mitchell. With Rob’s help, Nicholas achieved a gold crest award for his project “The Workings and Future of the
Jet Engine” and spent a week at Rolls Royce with the stress team. He writes:

It was one of the most informative and motivating weeks of my life... to see how a big company works and, most importantly, get an understanding
of what it’s like to have an engineering job/career. ...My aim is to do a masters in either mechanical or aeronautical engineering. You have given me
an amazing opportunity to start an engineering career.
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Art and Design Awards
Jewellery Awards at Central St Martins, UAL
Emily Grimble received our prize for excellence in making jewellery from nonprecious metals, as she completed her BA in Jewellery. Simone ten Hompel,
an internationally-known metalsmith and lecturer in metal, jewellery and
silversmithing, assisted us with the judging for this high-profile award. Emily’s
delicately hand-made steel creations each come with a hand-embroidered label,
bringing different traditions of craft skill together. She has since been selected as
a “best young international jewellery designer” by the Museum Het Valkhof in the
Netherlands.
This award has been supported by a generous 5-year donation from within the
Company.

Necklace by Emily Grimble

Our Harold Hobbs Memorial Awards for second year jewellery undergraduates
were awarded to Yayun Fang (first prize), Eve Lam (second prize) and Eloise
Kramer (work-book prize). Using tin plate and/or wire in jewellery-making is
offered as a unit within the degree course. Our panel, assisted by tutor and
silversmith Max Warren, was particularly impressed by the overall standard and
the different ways the students had explored the metal materials this year, and
awarded three additional “highly commended” prizes.
For more information contact Past Assistant John O’Shea.

Royal College of Art Ceramics & Glass Awards
MA students Anna Chrysopoulo and Irina Razumovskaya shared our award
for interesting and innovative use of tin, tin oxide or wire, an optional project
completed in the students’ own time. Irina, who produces small-scale vessels
and abstract ceramics which
explore texture, light and colour,
Yayun Fang’s award-winning piece
has since been featured in Ceramic
Review as “One to Watch”. Meanwhile, inspired by her project work
with tin plate, Anna has continued to explore relationships in the
fusion of blown or cast glass with metals. Ceramicist Celia Dowson
received a runner-up prize for her delicate bowl forms using tin
oxide in the clay.
For more information contact Liveryman James Bevan.

Student Medal Project
Sarah Shelton-Palmer’s medal ‘Domestic
or Wild’ won her our prize for modelling
and combination of materials, awarded
as part of the British Art Medal Society’s
Student Medal Project, and was exhibited
in ‘Celebrating Medals’ at Birmingham
School of Jewellery in the autumn.

Celia, Irina and Anna display their work at the May Dinner

Sarah, a student at Truro & Penwith College, describes her medal:

This is a medal showing two sides of a cat, first showing how gentle and calm he can be sleeping in a perfect
appealing circle and the reverse showing the Beast awakening. When carving the wax for the second side I
...decided to add the claws on afterwards in silver to highlight the wildness and sharpness of a cat’s paw.
We also sponsor BAMS’ student award winners’ catalogue – an important aid for aspiring
young medal makers in seeking future commissions.

Photos: Stephen Dodd, British Museum
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Student Awards and Prizes
Chamberlain Enterprise Research Project
Our Chamberlain Enterprise Research Project at Brunel University continues
to progress well. Our funds sponsor Alireza Valizadeh’s PhD studies
into “High-Tin Aluminium Alloys for Application in Plain Bearings”, under
Professor Isaac Chang. In September we also supported Ali’s attendance at
EUROMAT 2017 in Thessaloniki, Greece, where he presented a paper on “The
effect of a zinc coating on the bonding of aluminium to low carbon steel”.

Travel awards for research students
Our travel awards enabled several PhD students to present papers at
international conferences. Mohammed-Rafi Riley, of Imperial College London, who spoke on “Fatigue Endurance
Behaviour of 304LN Stainless Steel” at the ASME Pressure Vessel and Piping Conference in Hawaii, ably sums up
the benefits:

Preparation and attendance ... provided the best opportunity to test my skills in communication and technical writing. [It was] a challenging task
and ... sparked a lengthy discussion afterwards, with plenty of advice on how I can progress the project... It was also exciting to meet people who are
leading figures from my field [and] a very good opportunity to network with individuals in similar industries. I would like to thank the Worshipful
Company of Tin Plate Workers for giving me the opportunity.
Meanwhile, Ruby McCarron, also of Imperial College, received her third travel grant from us, to present her work
at the 6th World Tribology Congress in Beijing in September 2017. We have previously helped her to participate
in Materials conferences in California and France. Travel awards were also awarded to PhD candidates and postdoctoral researchers at City, University of London and Manchester University.

Tin Plate & Wire Design Awards
Our awards for Materials Engineering
or Engineering Materials with Design
undergraduates at Loughborough University
are now in their 15th year.

Final year students
Our Best Design Project prize for graduating
students was awarded in July 2017 to:

• Olivia Fletcher, for her design of a

reinforced upper body undergarment for
women involved in contact sports; and

• Oliver Harding, who used 3D printing to

achieve a 27.9% weight reduction in a key
space industry component, compared
to similar conventionally-machined
components.

Second year undergraduates

The Tin Plate Design Award winners with the Master

As part of their syllabus, student teams design useful products using wire or tin plate. They then present their
product, business plan and marketing ideas to our judges, in a Dragon’s Den-style interview, and display their
ideas in a poster exhibition. In December 2016 the winners were:

• Wire Design Award: Safe Frame protective wire frames/cages to fit over shoes, and a padded protective head
frame, for use in developing countries where safety equipment can hardly be afforded; and

• Tin Plate Design Award: Disposable kitchenware kitchenware - baking & cake tins, cheese graters etc
– for consumers in a hurry.

• Poster Awards: Tin-Ventive water bottle system for cooling/keeping cool a filled drink can, using a battery

or USB-driven gadget that screws onto the base; and Mesh.Co, a quick repair for road potholes, based on a
sprung wire mesh square sealed into place with bituminous adhesive.
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Internship and work experience
Three undergraduate Materials Science and Engineering students at Swansea
University received funds which helped them each gain several weeks’ industry
experience during the summer months:
Oliver Roberts won our internship at Afon Tinplate, where he worked in the
Quality and Health and Safety Departments; Noor Ghadarah’s work experience
involved removing aluminium from a zinc bath at the academic-industry
partnership SPECIFIC; and Makaita Garaiza worked at the University’s Advanced
Imaging Materials Laboratories.
‘Best in Class’ book prizes were also awarded to materials science
undergraduates at Swansea, Cardiff and Manchester Universities and Imperial
College London.

Oliver Roberts received his certificate at the Christmas Dinner
at Goldsmiths’ Hall

Our Swansea awards are generously supported by the Simon Gibson
Charitable Trust. Our Manchester and Imperial College awards run in partnership with Rolls Royce.
For more information contact Past Assistant Bev Page or Past Assistant John O’Shea.

City & Guilds Medal for Excellence
Our 2017 medal winner was Gary Payne, lecturer, Level 3 Award
2D Computer Aided Design, at the Royal School of Military
Engineering. The Master joined him at St. James’s Palace in June,
when he received his award from HRH The Princess Royal. Only 10
Livery Companies support these awards.

Gary Payne receives his award from HRH The Princess Royal. Photo: City and Guilds

Supporting schools
Echoes across the Century
Teenage pupils at our partner school, Archbishop Tenison
School, Croydon, learned how World War I soldiers relied
on the comfort of familiar objects such as tobacco and ration
Echoes across the Century exhibition at the Guildhall Art Gallery
tins. The pupils built on this knowledge in artwork projects,
assisted by tins generously supplied by William Say & Co. and a visit to the Museum of Brands & Packaging.
The results were shown in a magnificent exhibition at the Guildhall Art Gallery from March to July, alongside displays
from 13 other school / Livery Company projects. Our project also features in a book produced to showcase the project.
For more information contact Liveryman James Bevan.

Food journey Project
Primary school pupils from Thomas Fairchild Community School, Hackney, and Canon Barnett School, Tower Hamlets, have
been participating in our new ‘Food Journey’ project, run in collaboration with Livery Schools Link. They learn about food
origins and healthy eating, as part of the year four curriculum. During the summer term they visited an organic dairy farm.
For more information contact Liveryman Adam Baker.

City of London Freemen’s School
An A-level science student has been awarded our 2017 sixth-form bursary, recognising both academic ability and
financial need. We also supported prizes awarded for electronics, politics, computer studies, service to the school and
contribution to the School Council, which were presented by the Lord Mayor at prize-giving in July. On the same day,
the School formally named a Boarding House pod after our Company – an honour offered to only five other Livery
Companies.
For more information contact Liveryman Chris Burgess.
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Other donations, large and small
Grenfell Tower Disaster
We were able to respond with an immediate donation of £1,000 to a Livery Companies appeal led by the Master
of the Bakers’ Company. 58 Companies participated, and £120,500 was sent to the Evening Standard / London
Community Foundation Fund.

Taxi drivers Southend outing for disadvantaged children
Our annual appeal led to a donation this year of over £4,500. The Master and the Upper Warden joined the Mayor
of Hackney and other well-wishers at Sainsbury’s car park, just before 6am, to see the children off.
For more information contact the Upper Warden, Peter Wilkinson.

Historic Royal Palaces
A £500 donation will support the restoration of the Bacton Altar Cloth,
a unique Tudor fabric of silk, gold and silver thread which is possibly the only
surviving piece of a garment worn by Queen Elizabeth I. This project is also
supported by the Worshipful Company of Gold and Silver Wyre Drawers.
Meanwhile, the Queen Anne Throne Canopy, which an earlier donation helped
to restore, is now on display at Kensington Palace
– see photo, left, with detail of the replica rose funded by the Company.

The Queen Anne Throne Canopy,
with detail of “our” rose
emblem.
Photos: Historic Royal Palaces

Mudchute City Farm, Docklands, receives £1,000 from us annually. Only six other Livery
Companies provide regular support. The farm celebrated its 40th anniversary with an
agricultural show in July.
We also contribute annually to a range of causes in and around the City, such as the
Guildhall School of Music & Drama bursary fund; St Martin’s in the Fields’ day centre for
homeless people; the Lord Mayor’s Charity; and the Mansion House Scholarship Scheme,
which encourages exceptional overseas students to study or train in London.

Where the money goes...
Trade & Enterprise
Awards (Tin Plate &
Wire Industries)
30%

Trade & Enterprise
(Research Student
Awards)
9%
Chamberlain
Enterprise Research
Project
16%
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City of London
(Education)
8%
City of London
(Charities)
14%
The Masters’ Fund
(Charities)
4%
Annual Special
Award
13%
Other Grants
4%

EDUCATION, ENTERPRISE &
CHARITIES COMMITTEE 2017-18
Chair: Assistant Lindsay Millington
Members: Assistants Elizabeth Bonfield, William Boyd, Chris
Burgess; Past Assistants Bev Page, John O’Shea; Liverymen
Adam Baker, James Bevan, Nick O’Shea and Christine Purdy.
Ex-officio: the Master, the Upper Warden, the Under
Warden, and the Clerk.
For more information or to suggest new causes, Liverymen
should speak to a Committee member or email the Clerk.
Suggestions for Annual Special Award recipients are
particularly welcome. Please note that we can normally
only consider beneficiaries that have a direct link with
our Company, the City or Inner London, or our tin plate or
wire-working trades.
The EE&CC would like to thank:
the Honorary Chaplain, the Reverend Prebendary Jeremy
Crossley, for allowing us to use St Margaret Lothbury Parish
Room for our meetings; Past Masters Andrew Balcombe,
Jeremy Balcombe, Nigel Gilson, Brian Marsh, and Tony
Steinthal; Assistants Robert Spencer, John Swain and
Martin Thacker of Fetternear; Past Assistant Diana Hughes;
Liverymen Anne Chapman, Rob Mitchell, Nick Mullen
and Nigel Lane; and everyone else who has participated
in projects and judging awards; our many industry
and university representatives who make the awards
possible; and UK Steel, the Metal Packaging Manufacturers’
Association and the UK Metals Council for promoting them.

Education, Enterprise and Charities Committee: 2017 Report/Marathon des Sables

2020 Charity Appeal: Scar Free Foundation
Our 2020 charity appeal, part of our 350th anniversary celebrations,
aims to raise £35,000 to fund the Scar Free Foundation’s Children’s
Scald Prevention Campaign. Every year, up to 50,000 children are
treated for burns and scalds – and some of them suffer lifelong
disfigurement. With our help, a vital prevention programme is being
developed.
Many Liverymen have already supported the appeal, through a
one-off gift or by setting up an annual donation, and £1,190 was
collected at the Rouledge Dinner.
For further information contact Past Master Jeremy Balcombe.

Brendan Eley, Chief Executive of the Scar Free Foundation, was
the Master’s guest speaker at the Christmas Court Dinner at
Goldsmiths’ Hall.
He writes:

Brendan Eley addresses Liverymen and their guests at the
Christmas Dinner

With around 65 children taken to A&E Departments in England and Wales every day with
a serious burn or scald, support for the national Child Scald Prevention Programme is vital. Developed by researchers at The Scar Free Foundation
Centre for Children’s Burns Research in Bristol, this unique prevention and first aid campaign is now being piloted in East London amongst some of
the city’s hardest-to-reach communities, courtesy of the Company’s partnership with The Scar Free Foundation. With easy-to-understand materials,
a social media campaign and a compelling series of short videos, the “Safe Tea Campaign” is the first, evidence-based community intervention of
its kind.
The programme, the testing phase of which is being directly funded through the Company’s 350th Anniversary Appeal, has most recently been
trialled with families at the Morningside Family Centre in Hackney. The messaging, which includes the simple COOL – CALL – COVER first aid
instructions, will now be further improved based on the feedback from these families, before being rolled out as a UK-wide campaign later in 2018.
Further evaluation will follow, before it is distributed to all relevant NHS clinics and parent-child groups throughout the country by 2020.

Marathon des Sables
As reported in the Daily Telegraph last April, Liveryman
David Exell that month became, at the age of 75, the
oldest Briton ever to complete the Marathon des Sables,
a six-day, 156-mile ultra-marathon in the Sahara Desert.
We congratulate David on his achievement, through
which in addition he raised over £25,000 for his chosen
charities, Mountain Rescue and Bristol Area Stroke
Foundation.
David writes:

The Marathon des Sables combines an alarming degree of hardship, living
conditions that are far worse than even the most rudimentary camping
trip, and brutal routes with ridiculously steep jebels. It’s an event that
deserves the utmost respect – but the message I came away with is that
despite its infamous reputation (Sir Ranulph Fiennes called it “more hellish than hell”), the Marathon des Sables is not impossible to complete.
The most rewarding aspect was the camaraderie that developed amongst my four tent-mates and most of the other 450 Brits in the race; after all,
it didn’t take long for them all to realise that they were unlikely to be in the prizes which were only awarded to the first three to finish (although
for the first time in its 32-year history a British soldier, Tom Evans, came in third to considerable acclamation), so they set about on a different goal
which was to help this old man get to the finishing line within the time allowed, which in my case meant avoiding a pair of camels whose job was
to bring up the rear and disqualify anyone whom they overtook; these tent-mates had long finished when I rolled up so they treated me as if I was
Bertie Wooster and pampered me so that I would wake up the next morning feeling fit and ready to carry on; after all it must be remembered that
the early finishers would be able to sit down to an early lunch whilst slowcoaches like me had to stay out in the roasting 50° sunshine until well
into the evening, most unfair as I was out in it for a total of over 68 hours whilst the winning Moroccan finished his six marathons in just 19 hours 15
minutes! Never again – although I have entered for the Annapurna Ultra in the Himalayas in March which is only five marathons in five days instead
of six, and much cooler!
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MPMA

From Brussels to Masterchef
Assistant William Boyd, Director and CEO, Metal Packaging
Manufacturers Association
The MPMA’s vital work in protecting our industry’s interests with regulatory authorities continues apace with,
inevitably, the implications of Brexit remaining uppermost. Along with our sister associations, we keep a close
watch on developments, influencing where we can. As the 2019 deadline looms, we remain on full alert to ensure
the best possible outcomes for our members.
In a somewhat surprise move in the autumn, Scotland announced its intention to proceed with a deposit scheme
on drinks containers. Now England and Wales are considering following suit. The main aim is to reduce litter
and increase recycling and we were tasked by Defra to submit our industry’s views which, in consultation with
members, we have now done. While supporting the basic premise, we will engage fully with the regulators and
Government to ensure that all options to increase recycling and to reduce litter are explored and assessed fully
before the design or implementation of any such deposit scheme takes place.

Maximising social media
This year we commissioned research to determine how people at different stages of life perceive and value food
cans. The results were fascinating and showed wide disparities across different groups. The research results were
presented in a series of impactful infographs across both social and traditional media.

Making the most of Awards
In 2016 MPMA reinstated its relationship with the Student
Starpack Awards, which are endorsed by The Packaging
Society. We sponsored the Metals Brief for students in the
Higher Education category, which required a speciality
gift pack for a “new luxury vodka”.
Won by Daniel Pickerell of Solihull College, this entry was,
according to judges, the ‘standout pack of the Awards’.
The metal packaging category of the Schools Starpack
Awards, for students aged 16-18, was sponsored by
Canned Food UK, and won by Kelsey Fuss from Reigate
School of Art at East Surrey College for her ‘Space Meal
in a Can’. To our great delight, these two winning metal
packaging entries were also both awarded ‘Best in Show’
– a great triumph for metal packaging!

William Boyd with Daniel Pickerell and MPMA Administration Manager Debbie Clements

The MPMA continues to sponsor the metals category of the UK Packaging
Awards, an event attended by key customers and providing great exposure
for metal packaging. The top award was won this year by Crown Aerosols
and Speciality Packaging
for its distinctive square
to round pack tin (left) for
Chivas Regal 12YO LSTN.
Ardagh Group won the
MPMA’s coveted Best in
Metal 2017 award for its
Minor Figures Cold Brew
Nitro Coffee (right).
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MPMA/Gripple

CFUK teams with Masterchef finalists
In 2016 MPMA took on the running of Canned Food UK, which this year forged a new
partnership with Masterchef 2016 finalists, Billy and Jack, to create a series of fine
dining recipes predominantly using canned food.
Talented chefs Billy and Jack made great TV with their on-screen bromance and
are now a successful business partnership with pop-up supper clubs and numerous
media appearances. Their recipes for CFUK recipes presented on YouTube videos
have received over 64,000 views at the last count, and are also presented in a recipe
booklet exclusive to CFUK.

Gripple
Michael Hodgson, Communications Manager
The then Master, Tony Steinthal, visited Gripple as a guest of
the Master of the Company of Cutlers in Hallamshire in May
2017.
Gripple is globally recognised as the innovative manufacturer
of attachments for joining wire in agricultural fencing and
in suspension systems in buildings. Since it began in 1989,
the company has grown to employ 650 people at six sites
around the world. The business was founded by Hugh Facey,
after a conversation with a Welsh farmer sparked an idea: to
develop a time-saving wire tensioning system which ‘grips’
and ‘pulls’ fencing wire. The product was ingenious in that it removed the need for farmers to tie and knot the
wires together. Various revisions have led to what is now called “Gripple Plus”, a global market-leading product in
agriculture and fruit-growing, recognised by farmers and fruit-growers as five times faster to use than traditional
methods.
The next major development for the business came in 1997, when the product was adapted for construction
markets. Kits which included Gripple fasteners as a suspension system for building services offered an innovative,
time-saving alternative to traditional threaded rod methods, delivering significant labour savings and health and
safety benefits for contractors, while also generating substantial carbon efficiencies.
Since its launch, construction has become a £50m
business for Gripple and its largest market, with
showcase projects including the Swiss Tower (the
“Gherkin”) in London, Microsoft HQ in Paris, and the
Yankees stadium in New York. With initial roots laid
in the industrial heartland of Sheffield, Gripple now
occupies three sites in the “Steel City”, with the HQ,
the Old West Gun Works, officially opened by HRH The
Prince of Wales in 1994. Alongside these, the business
has bases in Obernai (France), Chicago and New Delhi.
28 years after the invention of the original Gripple wire
joiner, Gripple’s product portfolio stands at 2,000,
protected by over 300 patents. Innovation remains the
key to the business’s success; the company aims for
25% of annual turnover to come from products less
than five years old, and for 10-15% annual growth. Gripple continues to develop new markets, with recent ventures
into seismic bracing & civil construction, demonstrating other benefits of the “grip and pull” technology.
The business recently sold its 600 millionth unit and in 2017 surpassed £60 million sales for the first time. It has
opened new bases in Poland and Canada, while further developing its Riverside production site in Sheffield, a
refurbishment project which doubled the size of the factory, and included a number of ‘green’ initiatives – a ‘living’
wall and river-sourced heat pumps.
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Gripple/Golf
Gripple attributes its success to its employee ownership model and its
engagement with its people, pioneered by Hugh Facey, recently in the
spotlight on BBC’s ‘The One Show’.
In 2011, he and the Vice Chairman, Roger Hall, established GLIDE (Growth
Led Innovation Driven Employee Owned Company), set up to represent
the interests of its shareholders, preserve the culture of the business, and
drive growth and innovation. They made a commitment to gift their own
shares to the company, which will lead to GLIDE receiving £2.7 million
in donations. GLIDE acts as the market maker in the buying and selling
of shares amongst employees, all of whom must invest £1,000 after 12
months in the business.
GLIDE now has five member businesses – all key parts of Gripple’s supply
chain as well as reputable businesses in their own right – and like Gripple
targets 10-15% annual growth and 25% turnover from new products. 1%
of budgeted profit is given to charitable organisations. GLIDE professes
In the Riverside production site – Gripple’s green wall
(Photo: P Baker)

an enduring commitment to its culture and values of honesty, integrity,
commitment, fun, teamwork and the challenging of convention every day.

Golf Past Assistant Michael Kempner
2017 was another thoroughly enjoyable year for the Livery golf team. During the year
we took part in five golf days and the common theme was good company, generous
hospitality, excellent golf courses and, unusual for the summer of 2017, very good
weather.
As in previous years we kicked off the year playing in The Pewterers’ Challenge Golf Day,
which was held in early April at Porters Park Golf Club in Radlett. This event involved
teams from 12 Livery Companies and, represented by Robert Spencer, Andrew Reed and
Michael Kempner, we finished sixth.
In mid-April we played our traditional 8-a-side match against The Horners Livery
Company - also played at Porters Park Golf Club. Playing this year were Ian Chamberlain,
Michael Kempner, Nick and Colette Mullen, Robert Spencer, Alex Stuart-Bamford, Matt
Sykes and Peter Wilkinson. I am pleased to report that we won back the tankard (pictured)
after the usual close match. It was good to see both Matt and Peter representing the Livery
for the first time.
The main event in the Livery golfing calendar is the Prince Arthur Cup, which is played in May at Walton Heath Golf Club, with 54 Livery
Companies (represented by teams of 4) competing over 36 holes. Our team was Andrew Reed, Alex Stuart-Bamford, Michael Kempner
and Robert Spencer; we finished 29th out of 54.
In June we played in The Horners’ Trophy Golf Day at Ashridge Golf Club. We were represented by Deborah Connor, Darrell Fox, Michael
Kempner and Andrew Reed and, once again, we finished in the top half. This is always a very popular and most enjoyable day played at
a wonderful golf course.
Finally, represented by Matt Sykes and Michael Kempner, we took part in the Lord Mayor’s Charity Golf Day, played at Burhill Golf
Club. The event is a big contributor to the fund-raising activities of the Lord Mayor. Both he and the Lady Mayoress attended the lunch
following the golf and presented the prizes – unfortunately not to us (although we were very close!).
As I mentioned last year Livery golf appears to be growing in popularity, with more Companies organising events. It was great to
welcome a few new faces in the past year and I hope that we can continue to do so in future. Therefore, I would like to repeat my
message of previous years that we are very keen to hear from any golfers in the Company who would like to be involved in our various
golf days. Like all Livery-related events, the company and the hospitality are always excellent. If you are interested please contact me at
m.kempner@btinternet.com
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HMS Torbay

HMS

TORBAY
Lt Cdr Paul Tustain RN

H

aving returned to Devonport in the summer of
2016, following a maintenance period at HMNB
Clyde, HMS Torbay prepared for another very busy
period of operations. She sailed at the beginning
of September to conduct training in the use of the
Tomahawk Land Attack Missile (TLAM). TLAM gives
the Royal Navy the ability to strike targets with
precision over 1000 miles away, and was used to great
effect by submarines off the coast of Libya during the
2011 conflict. This training was designed to ensure HMS
Torbay was ready to use this weapon if required.

timing to avoid a double-decker bus running over your
head next time you pop up through the manhole.”

Following this training, the submarine briefly returned
to Devonport before sailing to Scotland to participate
in a number of exercises, the largest being Joint
Warrior. Exercise Joint Warrior is a
multinational exercise involving air,
sea and land units from NATO, and
occasionally other countries. It is
held in spring and autumn every
year off the coast of Scotland, and
is unique opportunity to work as
part of a large multi-national Task
Force.

HMS Torbay then sailed from Norway back to Scotland
to conduct a trial of a new torpedo variant. Along with
TLAM, Spearfish makes up the key weapon systems
available to the Captain. Spearfish
is a wire-guided, heavy-weight
torpedo that can be used to
target both surface and subsurface combatants. It was HMS
Torbay’s mission to conduct a
trial using a new generation of
Spearfish, before returning to
Devonport for a well-earned
Christmas break.

Following this, HMS Torbay was called upon to conduct
a number of operations before making her way to
Bergen, Norway, for a well-earned and somewhat
festive break towards the end of November. While
in Bergen a number of Officers and Senior Rates
attended a social event in the Periscope Hut on the
Haakonsvern Naval base, which celebrated the “Band
of Brothers” ethos that the submarine community
prides itself on.

In addition to Joint Warrior,
Weapons Engineer Billy Mayhew Stone, who earned his ‘Dolphins’ while
HMS Torbay also conducted
Christmas appeared elusive as,
the boat was at sea (Image: Daily Mirror / Philip Coburn)
a period of training for the
having just reached Devonport,
Submarine Command Course, known as Perisher, the
HMS Torbay was again called to conduct covert
training course that all future submarine Captains
operations. The crew were relieved, however, when
and Executive Officers must pass to fulfill their roles.
the submarine did return to Devonport just in time for
It is designed to put the students under the extreme
them to see their families for Christmas.
pressure they will face when they are in command.
2017 began with a flurry of activity for HMS Torbay,
During this phase HMS Torbay conducted ‘Eyes Only’,
as the submarine was once again tasked with
which involves using the periscope to monitor multiple
completing the Perisher training. Having finished the
vessels at the same time, often in close proximity to
‘Eyes Only’ phase the previous year, the students
land and at high speed. A good description was once
had only the operational phase left before they could
given by Admiral Sir John “Sandy” Woodward, who
call themselves Executive Officers. During this the
said, “Imagine sticking your head out of a manhole
submarine would operate in wartime conditions,
in Piccadilly Circus, taking one quick, swiveling look
conducting all of the tasks that a hunter-killer
round, ducking back down into the sewer and then
submarine such as HMS Torbay might be required to
trying to remember everything that you had seen.
take on.
The idea is to generate sufficiently accurate recall and
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HMS Torbay
These operations include reconnaissance, Special
Forces insertion and extraction, anti-submarine and
anti-surface warfare. The scenarios were designed to
test the potential captains to the limit, and the course
certainly lived up to its name.
Having just completed one SMCC, HMS Torbay was
then scheduled to conduct a second with a new set of
students. Unfortunately, on the first day, when setting
off from Devonport, an ominous noise was detected,
coming from the gearbox. This delayed the start of
training while the Marine Engineers, along with other
technical experts, conducted investigations and trials
in order to find out the cause of the noise. The defect
had the potential to end HMS Torbay’s operational
life prematurely, but fortunately for all concerned it
was determined that the submarine could continue
operating until her planned decommissioning in July.
By late spring, HMS Torbay was once again ready
for operations and the SMCC students re-embarked
to continue with their training and assessments.
This Perisher followed much the same format as the
previous one, and worked both the submarine and the
crew hard. In late May HMS Torbay visited Gibraltar,
and the crew was treated to an early summer rest from
the hard training that they had conducted since the
New Year. On the return from Gibraltar, the submarine
embarked a number of trainees at different stages of
their submariner careers. Some were on board to train
as the future Officers of the Watch while for others it

was a chance to earn their coveted Dolphins, the mark
of a qualified submariner.
On returning to Devonport for the final time, HMS
Torbay began preparations for decommissioning. On
the 14th July, HMS Torbay became simply Torbay,
ending 32 years of service in the Royal Navy. While this
was a sad occasion, there was much to enjoy as the
crew that had been through so much together

Farewell parade in Torquay (Image: Forces TV / Royal Navy)

celebrated a job well done with their families and loved
ones. It was also an opportunity for many previous
members of the crew to gather to say a final goodbye
to the old girl. Many of the crew would subsequently
move to different submarines and continue to deliver
operations for the Royal Navy, but for some it marked
the start of the difficult process of submarine disposal.

Coda by the Master
The Company, too, is sad to mark the end of HMS Torbay’s service, and our affiliation with her. In the past year, a group of our Liverymen, led
by the then Deputy Master, Ian Makowski, had the opportunity of a final day at sea on the submarine and, together with seven other members
of the Company, I was pleased to represent the Livery at the decommissioning ceremony in July. And we were delighted that HMS Torbay’s last
Commanding Officer, Cdr. Dan Knight OBE RN, was able to attend our Christmas Court Dinner in December and present the Company with the
submarine’s crest and one of her two name plates. Howard Reed

Cdr. Dan Knight OBE RN presents HMS Torbay’s crest and name plate to the Company;
with former CO Assistant Capt. Chris Groves RN beside him
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The Beadle holds up the name plate
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